PRACTICING LIKE A PRO
MAKING SINGING EASY
WITH DR. PHILIP GRANT
“To understand is to know what to do.”
- Ludwig Wittgenstein

philipstanleygrantgmail.com
@barbershopphil

Please do not distribute or Post
This course/lecture is designed for students of all experience levels who want to
learn how to a) practice on their own, and b) apply what they have learned in their
lesson, coaching, or ensemble rehearsal to their individual singing.
This course will not cover rehearsal techniques for quartets and choruses; although there
may be some overlap.
Practice is a process. Learn the process.
What would this look like if it were easy? How will you know if you don’t experiment?
What would less be like?
Outline the usual approach to practice((Naïve Practice): Repetition. Infrequency. Long
duration. Unfocused/Just played it.
Musicians spend the majority of their musical lives engaged in the act of practice.-not the
act of performing. Get good at this!
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Many students wrongly believe that they make most of their gains with their teacher.
The truth is that time in between lessons can be much more powerful. All that is
needed is a
In this class, students will learn how to practice on their own, in between lessons.
What Practice is not: Mindless Repetition. Singing for Fun. Just Learning Notes. Doing it until
it’s right.
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GRIP TOP SOCK
Give me the gift of a grip top sock,
A dip-drape, ship-shape, tip-top sock,
Not your spiv-slick, slap-stick, slip-slop stock,
TRY
But a plastic elastic grip-top sock.
THIS
NOW
None of your fantastic slack swap-slop
From a slapdash, flash cash, haberdash shop.
Not a knick-knack, knit-lock, knock-kneed knickerbocker sock
With a mock-shot, blob-mottled trick tick-tocker clock.
Not a rucked-up, puckered up flop-top sock,
Not a super-sheer, seersucker pukka sack-smock sock.
Not a spot speckled, frog-freckled cheap sheik's sock
Off a hotch-potch, moss-blotched botched Scotch block.
Nothing slip-slop, drip-drop, flip-flop or clip-clop.
Tip me a tip-top grip-top sock.

PRACTICING LIKE A PRO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPFwKOPwlaI
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PRACTICING LIKE A PRO
PRACTICING PERFORMANCE
TODAY’S BIG IDEAS
1) Principles of Practicing
2) Prepping to Practice
3) The Artful Practice

What is meaningful practice?

Practice is the deliberate, creative process of improving musical ability and of
mastering music for performance.
Main objective: healthy Individual practice techniques: not quartet, not chorus, not note
learning)
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1) PRINCIPLES
OF
PRACT ICING
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How many of you have been in a quartet that scored the same year after year despite
putting in tons of more time and effort? Why is that? For many, it’s because they don’t
improve their own singing.
What would this look like if it were easy? How will you know if you don’t experiment?
What would less be like?
7 Practices of Pro Practicers

1. Practice was with inflection early on; the initial conceptualization of the music
was with inflection.
2. Practice was thoughtful, as evidenced by silent pauses while looking at the
music, singing/humming, making notes on the page, or expressing verbal “ahha”s.
3. Errors were preempted by stopping in anticipation of mistakes.
4. Errors were addressed immediately when they appeared.
5. The precise location and source of each error was identified accurately,
rehearsed, and corrected.
6. Tempo of individual performance trials was varied systematically; logically
understandable changes in tempo occurred between trials (e.g. slowed things
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down to get tricky sections correct).
7. Target passages were repeated until the error was corrected and the passage was
stabilized, as evidenced by the error’s absence in subsequent trials.
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WHAT DO THESE GUYS DO
BETTER THAN EVERYONE ELSE?

Principle 1: Grit > Talent

The only talent you need to
sing is a talent for working.
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“If we analyze the development of the well-known artists, we see that in almost
every case the success of their entire career was dependent on the quality of their
practicing.” – Ivan Galamian
Is it more important to be a better performer or a better practicer? Champs are the people
who practice the best, not perform the best.

“Everyone has talent. What’s rare is the courage to follow it to the dark places
where it leads.” —Erica Jong
You don’t need talent. You need work ethic. IT TAKES WHAT IT TAKES.

Passion isn’t enough. You need to do the work. Every. Single. Day. Yes: Every. Single.
Day. Design your life around your Passion—that’s what gritty people do. (You?)
The only talent you need to sing is a talent for working.
Grit formula (Angela Duckworth): Ability and speed need to learn something
(talent) x effort = Skill. Skill x Effort =Achievement.
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"The common denominator of success — the secret of success of every man who has
ever been successful — lies in the fact that he formed the habit of doing things that
failures don’t like to do."
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PRO TIP: Don’t overly
rely on your teacher

PRINCIPLE 2: YOU BUILD SKILL IN STAGES

Discovery
Mode
Concept
Mode

Drilling
Mode

1. You must learn new ideas all the time.
e.g. AES
2. You must mentally figure out how you
will approach each new technique.
3. You must drill using simple
exercises until it’s second nature.
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Discovery Mode – Your coach and peers teach you new techniques. You
watch video of your heroes and steal their techniques. You must learn new
ideas all the time.

Mental representations and Models, Expert’s Criteria of Excellence



Concept Mode – You mentally figure out how you can approach each
technique. You conceptualize it, name it, and understand it on a deep level.

Focus and mindfulness.



Drill Mode – You create simple exercises that focus on a specific technique
and drill the exercise enough times until you’re body naturally responds the
way you want it to.

Skill specificity

PROTIP: Figure it out for yourself! The teacher’s role is to guide the cultivation of your
level of discernment; you must sing it!
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PRINCIPLE 3: ERRORS ARE INFORMATION
Pros focus above all on what they can’t do.

It’s OK to suck.
Not to skip.
- Tynan
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SUCCEED OR LEARN. IT’S THAT SIMPLE.

Pros make 6.7 mistakes per minute.
Amateurs make 1.4 mistakes per minute.
Pros allow themselves to make mistakes.
Superhuman by Habit: A Guide to Becoming the Best Possible Version of Yourself,
One Tiny Habit at a Time by Tynan

Your problems aren’t your problems. Your
problems occur much earlier in the
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sequence of the biomechanical process.
Errors are not failures

There are no lasting consequences to errors
An error can’t become a failure unless you turn
it into one

Errors are not shameful

Shame is not deserved so change the narrative
Guilt on the other hand…

Errors are information

You don’t have a complete grasp on something
Keep going

There’s a say that ”Things that hurt, instruct”. That’s
not exactly true in singing but there is something
valuable to be learned from that adage. If something
doesn’t work (crack, wobbles, out of tune notes)
then that is a result of poor technique. We can self
diagnose and figure out what ‘hurt’ so that we can
fix it.
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PRINCIPLE 4:
THE REWARD OF PRACTICE IS EASE

PRO TIP: Practice for Predictability not Reproducability
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PRO TIP: Practice for Predictability not Reproducability
PRO TIP: Precision should sound effortless- Jay Butterfield
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2) PREPPING
TO
P RACT ICE
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Have you felt like you are crossing your fingers before you go on stage? One aim of
practicing technique is to make your performances predictable. If it’s not predictable,
there’s something wrong with the way you practice. The following slides have some
tips that might help.

DIY, DELIBERATELY
The answer, says Ericsson, is to get as close to the ideal as you can. If teaching is an
option, take it. If not, use the following process until circumstances change:
Identify expert performers – Either the objective best (where rankings exist) or
even just your personal heroes.
Figure out what makes them so good – Read their stories, analyse their
performance, learn all that you can of their journey.
Come up with training techniques to get there – Experiment, test, learn, adjust and
repeat.
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SETTING YOURSELF UP TO SUCCEED
 Rehearse in the morning when possible.
 Go for a walk before you begin.
 Dress the part.
 Pick manageable music (but find FLOW)
 Make sure you have everything you need (music, water,

metronome, recording device(s), learning tracks, etc.)
 Create Practice Triggers: be consistent with time(s) and place(s).
10

Get the right set-up for you. Whether you prefer to concentrate in a quiet practice
room or somewhere with more stimulation, try be consistent with your choice. This
will help you enter the right mindset when you begin to practise.
Make sure you have everything you need close by: water, snacks, pencils,
sharpeners, rubbers, highlighters, manuscript paper - it will save you a lot of time.
Technology can also be an amazing aid, providing you don't spend too much time
faffing with it. Why not download free apps that act as a metronome, a tuner or a
timer (all essential tools for practising)?
Amateurs musicians spend 20% of practice time not practicing (talking,
daydreaming, fussing). Pros spend
In theory, practicing at the same time everyday sounds like a good plan, but in
reality it can be difficult to implement. People are busy, schedules vary, and some of
us are not morning people!
So instead of trying to set a regular time for practice, use an activity that you
already do everyday (like brushing your teeth or watching a favourite TV show) as a
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prompt for practice.
Before long, your brain will automatically know that after you’ve finished breakfast,
or walked the dog, or read a chapter of your book, you’ll be starting your music
practice right away.
Deliberate practice isn’t boring. Frustrating, yes. Maddening, yes. Annoying, even.
But never boring. As soon as practicing a skill gets comfortable, it’s time to up the
stakes. Challenging yourself is about more than trying to work harder—it means
doing new things.
Think about your normal morning and evening routines, and look at what you can
tweak, shuffle, and rearrange to make time for music practice. It will work best if
you piggyback your practice onto something that you actually do every day (not
something you wish you would do every day!).
Extra challenge: keep a journal of your daily practice sessions, detailing what you
accomplished and what needs more work. When you return to your instrument the
next day, you’ll have a great starting point.
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KNOW WHY YOU’RE PRACTICING
LEARNING GOALS LEAD TO MASTERY
S

Specific (and difficult)

M

Measurable

A

Achievable

R

Realistic

T

Timely

HOPE
IS
NOT
A
STRATEGY

PRACTICE GOAL SETTING TOO!!
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DELIBERATE PRACTICE: Deliberate practice is characterized by several elements,
each worth examining. It is activity designed specifically to improve performance,
often with a teacher’s help; it can be repeated a lot; feedback on results is
continuously available; it’s highly demanding mentally, whether the activity is purely
intellectual, such as chess or business-related activities, or heavily physical, such as
sports; and it isn’t much fun.
If you want to reach an expert level of performance, you need to begin practice
sessions with a plan in mind. You need to know what you’re working on, why, and
how you intend to improve it. You also need a way to tell if your improvement
efforts aren’t working and if you need to try a new tactic. Once you reach your goal
for that particular component of the skill, it’s time to identify a new area of
weakness to work on next.
The extraordinary power of deliberate practice is that it aims at constant progress.
Practitioners are not content with repeating a skill at the same level. They have
metrics for measuring their performance. And they aspire to see those metrics get
continuously better.
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If we want to improve a skill, we need to know what exactly has to change and
what might get us there. Otherwise, we plateau.
Without such goals, there is no way to measure whether your session has been a
success.
Measure and reset your goals every now and again.
The same goal can be short-term or long-term. Depends on your development.
Eg. I want to sing it all the way through 3 times without losing my placement.
Playing through all your old music isn’t the same as practising. Start with the end in
mind: by having a goal for each practice session before you start playing, you will find
you progress much more quickly and effectively. Then, break each goal down into
smaller, focused objectives. You'll feel a great sense of accomplishment as you
complete each goal.
We all grow up with our teachers telling us "don’t leave it until the night before".
We’ve all been guilty of it at some point, and if we have an intimidating part to
practise, it is easy to push it to the back of our mind. However, it is much more
effective to practise little and often, and slowly chip away at your nemesis day by day.
It’s about quality, not quantity. If you aim to practise smarter, not longer, you will find
yourself with a lot more willpower to draw upon. By setting small and realistic goals,
you will find you overcome tricky areas much easier, and you'll be less likely to beat
yourself up for not completing absolutely everything you had planned.
Here’s the 101: You want better performance? Make your
goals specific and difficult.
Specific: If you want a healthier diet, you’re better off pledging to “eat one dessert
per week” rather than promising you'll “eat more veggies,” which is vague.
Difficult: Try to set your goals in the 90th percentile of difficulty. By having tougher
goals, you’ll simply work harder and be more focused than if your goal was easy to
accomplish.
You can’t go wrong setting difficult, specific goals—unfortunately, there’s more to
goal setting theory than just those two terms. Without getting too in the weeds, I'll
present several other useful concepts:
Commitment: As we all know, setting a goal is one thing...following through is
another, far more difficult thing. There are several variables that affect commitment,
such as who assigns the goal and whether the person believes they
can actually achieve it.
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Feedback: Feedback is an important tool on the goal-achieving journey. It helps you
recognize what you’re doing wrong, so you can improve your performance
accordingly. Let’s use a simple example: Hiring a tennis coach will help you achieve
your goal of hitting a topspin two-handed backhand faster than if you don't have
access to that training.
There are more ways to set goals than ways to eat a Reese’s.
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-Bound) goals
The OGSM model: Objective, goals, strategies, and measures
Warren Buffett’s “2 list” strategy
One-word goal setting
Backward goal setting
Tiered goals: annual goals vs. quarterly vs. monthly
A framework specifically designed for the 21st century
BHAG: Big Hairy Audacious Goal
The Golden Circle
Alternatively, you could ignore the advice provided above and set 0 goals. Some
argue that our relationship with goal setting is toxic and sets us up for a life devoid of
fulfillment.
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KNOW WHAT YOU’RE PRACTICING
1) Notes, Rhythms, Pitches

Most people stop here. What else is there?

2) Mechanics
• Power Source/Breath Mngmnt
Phonation
Resonance balancing
Diction

•
•
•

3) Musicality
•
•
•
•

Legato
Shaping & Dynamics
Articulation
Ear Training

4) Performance, Creativity, & Artistry

100 Free Exercises – Donya Metzger

Pro Tip: Always rehearse as
though in front of an audience.

When most people practice, they focus on the things they already know how to do.
It is only by working at what you can’t do that you turn into the expert you want to
become.

EMOTION ISN’T ARBITRARY
- Always be responding
- Especially during exercises

Theory of Constraints
Donya’s 100 Free (and Non-Monetized) Vocal Exercises:
https://www.youtube.com/user/voxmama7/videos
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3 ) T H E A RT F U L P R AC T I C E

Pro Tip: The Body Has rules. Learn
the rules, control the behaviours.
13

-

What is the most effective feedback in voice training? Sound? Ear? Nope: Muscular
Feedback! Ask yourself….how does it feel?

Speaking of memorizing, I advise you to do it immediately when you are starting a
new piece. Memorize first the notes, but also activate the visual memory, then the
muscle memory will kick in, and finally and most importantly, learn the piece
harmonically and structurally…that way you can never get really lost. And practice it
in your head away from the piano, knowing it so well that you could write it all
down easily.
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A MODEL PRACTICE OUTLINE
REHEARSAL BREAKDOWN

1 Pre-practice warm-up
- earlier in the day
2 Warm-up
- body before voice

PRO TIP: Don’t listen to
yourself. ‘Feel’ yourself. If you
can’t feel it, you can’t train it.

3 Technique
- create specific goals for each session
4 Repertoire
- choose focused goals for each song.
- sing things you like at the end of rehearsal
5 Warm-down
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6 Plan for the next practice

Deliberate practice is structured and methodical.
"The common denominator of success — the secret of success of every man who has ever
been successful — lies in the fact that he formed the habit of doing things that failures
don’t like to do."

Singing through all your old music isn’t the same as practising. Start with the end in
mind: by having a goal for each practice session before you start practicing, you will
find you progress much more quickly and effectively. Then, break each goal down
into smaller, focused objectives. You'll feel a great sense of accomplishment as you
complete each goal.
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THE ROLE OF REPETITION

Bad news:You can’t outperform your habits

PROFICIENT PRACTICERS:
• Select shorter passages
• Break each passage into fragments
• 3-10 times per fragment.
• Practice slowly & super quickly
• Look to make it harder (more errors)
• Spend 1 to 2 mins per passage
• Move on
PRO TIP: Pros
Take Breaks

TEMPO
You can
only pick
2!
WHOLE
THING

PERFECT
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As it is commonly defined, practice is the act of repeating a motor skill with the intention
that repetition of the skill will lead to increased accuracy, fluency, velocity, consistency,
automaticity, and flexibility in performing the skill.
Professionals repeat fairly short passages many times over. The maximum numbers of
performance trials per practice frame for amateurs is about approx. 3
The Role of Repetition in the Practice Sessions of Artist Teachers and Their Students
Author(s): Lisa M. Maynard Source: Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education,
No. 167 (Winter, 2006), pp. 61-72

I always make practice harder for myself. If I have a difficult two-octave jump, I
practice a three or four octave jump instead. Any unison passage I practice handscrossed. Even non-unison passages. It’s great for Bach. If I have a small repeated
note section in one hand, I’ll practice repeated notes in both hands for a few
minutes. If there’s a couple of beats of three triplets against four 16th notes, I’ll
practice 3×4 scales. Find new ways to practice the challenges you come across in
your pieces. Make it harder so that the actual passage doesn’t seem so bad
anymore. If I were a hockey coach I’d have a rink slanted at a very small angle and
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get my skaters to practice skating uphill. After training that way, they’d fly on flat ice.
Technique: the body has rules. Learn the rules, control the behaviours.

•

Identify where you are stumbling and work out why it's going wrong, then
decide how you are going to fix it.

•

Not every problem should be approached in the same way.

•

Break your problem down into the smallest fragment (e.g. rhythm only, vowel
only).

•

Practice it on other (easier) vowels or pitches (lower) or phrases

•

When you've overcome the problem, don’t go straight back to the beginning of
the piece or passage; practise from a few measures before until a few after, to
ensure continuity.

Identify and overcome the problems
Don’t just play a piece or passage over and over again, and definitely don’t just power
through a problem area and ignore it. Identify where you are stumbling out of time
or continuously using the wrong fingering, work out why it's going wrong, then
decide how you are going to fix it.
Not every problem should be approached in the same way. If it's a rhythmic problem,
try practising the rhythm alone on a table or just using one note alongside a
metronome so you don’t have to think about the notes as well, starting slowly then
gradually increasing the tempo. Once you’ve mastered the rhythm, you will find reintroducing the notes much easier. When you've overcome the problem, don’t go
straight back to the beginning of the piece or passage; practise working in and out of
the phrase from a few measures before until a few after, to ensure continuity.
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GRIP TOP SOCK
Give me the gift of a grip top sock,
A dip-drape, ship-shape, tip-top sock,
Not your spiv-slick, slap-stick, slip-slop stock,
But a plastic elastic grip-top sock.
None of your fantastic slack swap-slop
From a slapdash, flash cash, haberdash shop.
Not a knick-knack, knit-lock, knock-kneed knickerbocker sock
With a mock-shot, blob-mottled trick tick-tocker clock.
Not a rucked-up, puckered up flop-top sock,
Not a super-sheer, seersucker pukka sack-smock sock.
Not a spot speckled, frog-freckled cheap sheik's sock
Off a hotch-potch, moss-blotched botched Scotch block.
Nothing slip-slop, drip-drop, flip-flop or clip-clop.
Tip me a tip-top grip-top sock.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPFwKOPwlaI
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FINAL AND BEST PRO TIP I HAVE:

KEEP LEARNING
1. Listen to & learn from everyone (esp. beginners)
- watch what they do with
their bodies more than the sound.
- try to feel what they feel.
- identify their biomechanics
2. Read a lot.

3. Play around. Explore all the sounds!
Practice for Predictability: singing should be predictable
Practice is a process. Learn the process.
Reward of Practice is ease.

Be you, but be the most skilled version of you.

 PLAY
- Always search for tints and colours
- Practice Rhythmic variety with drills
•

‘LISTEN: Listen to a lot of music. It motivates
you to practice.
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W H AT H AV E Y O U L E A R N E D ?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

philipstanleygrant@gmail.com
@barbershopphil
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And remember the main lesson is – no matter where you are, who you are, or what
you are doing – with a little practice, you, too, can achieve extraordinary things.
The reason that most people don’t possess these extraordinary physical capabilities
isn’t because they don’t have the capacity for them, but rather because they’re
satisfied to live in the comfortable rut of homeostasis and never do the work that is
required to get out of it. They live in the world of “good enough.” The same thing is
true for all the mental activities we engage in.
Elsewhere in the book, he writes “This is a fundamental truth about any sort of
practice: If you never push yourself beyond your comfort zone, you will never
improve.” The interesting part is the more time you spend deliberately practicing,
the more comfortable you’ll become with being uncomfortable.
Daniel Coyle writes in The Little Book of Talent:
There is a place, right on the edge of your ability, where you learn best and fastest.
It’s called the sweet spot.…The underlying pattern is the same: Seek out ways to
stretch yourself. Play on the edges of your competence. As Albert Einstein said, “One
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must develop an instinct for what one can just barely achieve through one’s greatest
efforts.”
The key word is ‘barely.’
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HOMEWORK
CONSOLIDATION & RECONSOLIDATION

It takes new learning a few hours to “set”.
a) Pick a skill you’d like to improve.
b) ‘Deliberate Practice’ it.
c) Wait for the new skill to consolidate
d) Return to the skill and try to achieve the same (or higher) level
19

It seems that there is something about learning a skill, waiting for it to stabilize, and
then coming back to it but with a slightly modified set of parameters that
strengthens the learning of the original skill.
The authors explain that this has to do with how memories are formed and edited.
A set of processes called consolidation and reconsolidation.
Consolidation
The gist is that when new skills are learned, the memory is initially pretty fragile and
takes a few hours to “set” (a process know as consolidation).
But these memories are not necessarily set in stone. Like opening a Word document
that has been sitting in some dark, forgotten corner of your hard drive, whenever
we retrieve a memory, it is temporarily susceptible to being edited, modified, or in
the case of this study – strengthened – before it “sets” once again but in a slightly
different way (i.e. reconsolidation).
Reconsolidation
It appears that we have the ability to boost our learning if we a) wait for the new
skill to consolidate a bit first, then b) return to the skill and try to achieve the same
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(or higher) level of performance, but force ourselves to make adjustments by using a
different bow, different mallets, piano with lighter/heavier touch, etc. Something that
makes the task slightly more challenging and forces us to explore a wider range of the
possible motor movements available to us.
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https://wyntonmarsalis.org/news/entry/wynton-marsalis-12-tips-on-how-topractice-for-musicians-athletes-anyone
https://bulletproofmusician.com/why-the-progress-in-the-practice-roomseems-to-disappear-overnight/
https://bulletproofmusician.com/is-it-true-that-theres-a-way-to-learn-skillstwice-as-fast/?fbclid=IwAR1987zqRtoimApEV_A8NX_kK9fap2wzfgezT2EBJgxzkPc3F8p6oQCX2k
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FURTHER READING
If you’d like to learn more about the art and science of
deliberate practice, check out any of these books:
•Talent Is Overrated, Geoff Colvin
•The Talent Code, Daniel Coyle
•It Takes What it Takes, Trevor Moawad
•Mastery, Robert Greene
•Bounce: Mozart, Federer, Picasso, Beckham, and the Science of Success, Matthew
Syed
•The Art of Learning, Josh Waitzkin
•Mindset: The New Psychology of Success, Carol Dweck
•Teaching Genius: Dorothy Delay and the Making of a Musician, Barbara Sand
•Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance, Angela Duckworth

https://bulletproofmusician.com/8-things-top-practicers-do-differently/
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